No to Uncertainty of Medicine by People: A New Gathering Storm

Medicine is a discipline of uncertainty. In diagnosing and managing diseases doctors try to match their knowledge with that of the presenting scenario of the patient. It’s like that of putting a peg in to a hole, round peg to a round hole or a square one and various composition. Medical diagnostic process is a deductive affair with a function of unknown by known. Most doctors don’t acknowledge this phenomenon actively. This is the impact of medical course training and blinding of gathered knowledge, skill and attitude. The accumulated experience and evidence provide doctor the edge to decide pattern of peg for hole or to customise. But there remains uncertainty. When patient want sure diagnosis and confirmed cure doctor cannot provide always, the bad side is that doctor is not acknowledging that inability. For example, we may pick up the most simple and common problem, fever without focal signs. Even with a focal sign for example pneumonia the scenario is not changed much. The certainty versus uncertainty remains.

The traditional expectations of patients are: patient wants to be listened to and be understood, patient wants to be treated as fellow human being, patient wants reasonable degree of knowledge and skill in caring doctor, patient wants to be reasonably be informed and, patient wants whatever the reason not to be abandoned. These sound so naive but if one critically analyse shall find how difficult to fulfil these expectations and by passage of time it is becoming more and more twisting.

All patients have one issue in common that is they want cure. All doctors have in contrast the common issue patients are cases for applying diagnostic and management deductions. Doctors are shy or reluctant to expose the uncertainty of the ongoing outcome and finale. This is a great divide between doctors and patients in behalf of diagnosis and management and outcome.

The fluid patient perceptions and ideas are being continually funnelled with consolidation in the direction of nothing but cure by communication boom, media dissemination and also by doctors themselves. These are mostly on pros side and not on cons. The result is the progressive raising the expectations of patients and their kith and kin. It has been so high set that even a moribund patient like terminal state with cancer is put to life support and may also for dialysis, and when patient succumbs there are commotions, vandalisms, blaming doctors, media upbeating and law enforcer interventions. In absence of guidelines every group concerned reaps from the situation. This is a vicious cycle increasing day by day.
Our curriculum imparts us the process of collecting history, symptoms and signs funnel to compiling in to a diagnosis and some differential diagnoses with proceeding to tests. We fail to recognise the cognitive bias in this process. Defying this we learn to convert the grey scale narration of patient into a black and white spectacle categorised to neat diagnosis and label. The whole process is an obsession. The limitation of black and white approach is not made a practice and culture to the patients. The uncertainty principle is not only in clinical sciences but also in all disciplines. This implies that science is not the whole truth rather a partial truth for particular period and space. If one divides 10 by 3 one cannot get concrete answer without a grey area.

Patients die off medicines, procedures, manoeuvers and other likes. Most of them are recognized standard Severe Adverse or Adverse Events. These are uncertainty and by current professional knowledge base most of these are acceptable. It is not so to patient and people. Unlike doctors they want ‘what’ and not ‘how’ and ‘why’. In fact in the process of management ‘what’ has been in principle and practice is dynamic ‘hypothesis’ and not a fixed diagnosis. Medical Curriculum expands through formal, nonformal and hidden attributes. There are no attributes to educate doctors to acknowledge the deficit in pacifying the ‘what’ or ‘diagnosis’?

Now when doctors are shy and people are charged and communication media are puffing the scenario has been reshaping by undermining of professional ground and perception of people. The most unwelcome outcome that is occurring is the loss of trust of people. Nothing but cure now the only acceptable demanding expectation of them.

Down the time line of 21 century the issue will be progressively more and more complicated. The doctors and producers of doctors especially in Bangladesh are seemingly ignoring the evolving situation of this growing incongruence between certainty and uncertainty of medicine in other word trust of patients on doctors. People are rejecting the uncertainty principle of medicine and a new storm has been gathering in this behalf and is growing exponentially. Doctors of Bangladesh should now develop innovative learning and practice model to be idols to the future doctors and patients with breaking the shyness of telling the truth that medicine is a science and discipline of uncertainty. Per Osler it is, ‘Medicine is a science of uncertainty and art of provability’. Uncertainty was in yesterday, is now in today and shall be in tomorrow. A former editor of ‘The New England Journal of Medicine’, Dr Joseph Garland recalled the advice given by the ‘autocrat of the breakfast table’ to the younger doctors, ‘Don’t dabble in the muddy sewer of politics, nor linger by the enchanted stream of literatures, nor dig in the far off fields of alien sciences for hidden waters, the great practitioners are those who concentrate all their powers on their business’. This advice is no longer tenable the earlier it is captured in text and spirit by the doctors the better and safer shall be the professional roadmap in the Odyssey of uncertainty of medicine there by diffusing the gathering storm.
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